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Abstract: - As marketing has become an indisputable key to success for almost any kind of business today, this
paper is evaluating the efficiency of Facebook Website Custom Audience (WCA) as an online marketing tool.
Even though WCA databases are very effective for any company which is doing an online business, of course,
if done in a proper manner, but there are also a lot of different targeting options such as Core Audiences and
Lookalike Audiences which provide different strategies and sources of data and information. The research was
conducted on over 100,000 ad views and the analysis was made to compare the cost effectiveness between
running ads using dynamic databases and classic Facebook advertising. To evaluate different tools and
strategies, customers and potential customers were divided into four main groups – Interest advertising, WCA
advertising, Lookalike Audience of 1% advertising and Lookalike Audience of 3 - 1% advertising. Also, in
order to get more valuable data, the analysis was separated into 9 different criteria’s on the mentioned four
groups - number of link clicks, CTR for accomplished goals, average cost per accomplished goal, number of ad
interactions, CTR for ad interactions, average cost per ad interaction, number of new Facebook fans, percentage
of new Facebook fans based on views and average cost per new fan. The results show the effectiveness and
successfulness of all advertisements and campaigns combined with WCA strategy, as it completely overpowers
other tools and types of targeting of the needed audience.
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product or service. A lot of different tools were
created in order to make a certain relationship
between companies and their customers as it also
shows that competition is at the highest peak and
only the ones that people like at the end of the day,
win the race of acquiring peoples trust and making
them loyal to the company that were by their side in
the process of deciding in taking a certain action –
buying, informing, checking, etc.
By examining the near-past trends of marketing,
it is obvious that marketing experts faced many
challenges which were changed drastically in that
point of time. This is all connected to the relation
between supply and demand which is far more
different than before, but also because of the
availability of the tools to place a message to
targeted and highly segmented audiences. New and
developed technology enabled us to not only place
the right ad to the right targeted audience, but to
enter the new age of modern marketing which offers

1 Introduction
Nowadays, marketing is an indisputable key to
success for almost any kind of business. From the
efficiency to communicate with clients and potential
customers, the possibility of contacting the clients at
the right moment, the chance to present a product to
a client, the ability of tracking records about client’s
interests to following the progress of the marketing
story and its successfulness – are all much needed
elements to not only grow a business, but also to
sustain and survive on the market.
Marketing deals with people’s needs and by
doing so, finds different ways of satisfying those
needs. It can also be defined as a social and control
process which creates, offers and exchanges
products that people want for the benefit of both
sides of the party. [1, 2]
Today, it is all about proper targeting and leading
customers through the whole story of a certain
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behaviours. These options are created manually
based on the campaign requirements. (Fig.1.)

structured metric data based on the performance and
efficiency of an ad placement.
One of the tools that enable these elements is the
advertising system within the globally popular
social network, Facebook. This social network was
a trigger to move to a completely new marketing
concept which was practically unthinkable 15 years
ago. [3]

Fig.1. Core Audiences icon [7]

2 Advertising on Facebook

3.2 Lookalike Audiences

The beginning of Facebook advertising was in
November of 2007, which is quite late given the
date of launch. The reason why it was lately
introduced with advertising was to work on a system
that will be able to provide relevant advertisements
to each user individually, not just to drop random
advertisers' messages and start building revenue for
Facebook as soon as possible. This was one of the
things Mark Zuckerberg insisted on, even though he
had to cope with the tremendous pressure from
investors for three years since they were looking for
a quick return on investment. [4, 5]
Facebook's policy to connect people of a certain
line, such as friends, students, colleagues,
manifested itself in a similar way for advertisers as
well. Facebook started connecting people to
companies, but the clients had an option to choose
which companies or what products they want to be
connected to. It is for this reason why advertising
and advertisements should not be considered as
interruptive tools, but just the opposite. By
connecting with only chosen people and companies,
people have access to the information that they
consider as news of high importance to them. [6]

Lookalike Audiences are based on people who are
similar to the current customers or contacts as it
increases the chance of reaching the right people
who might be interested in the company’s business.
As this option is created and generated
automatically from sources that the company has
already uploaded or connected to Facebook, it
shows a fast and effective way to expand the reach
to potential new customers as current customers
present a reliable source. In addition, it can also
easily be tuned and adjusted for further marketing.
(Fig.2.)

3 Facebook
options

Audience

Fig.2. Lookalike Audiences icon [7]

3.3 Custom Audiences
Custom Audiences help companies to find the
existing customers and contacts on Facebook.
Companies are able to use this tool in order to foster
their relationships with customers and to drive sales.
It has three different sources that can build a
Custom Audience – Loyal Customers, Site Visitors
and Mobile Users.
By targeting the loyal customers the companies
can „seal the deal“ a lot easier. Also, by tracking
their traffic on mobile app and website, companies
have access to very strong potential customers.
As the main goal of this paper is to show the
advantages of Website Custom Audience, we will
focus on undertaking this tool and sources that are
created by it. (Fig.3.)

targeting

As there are now 2 billion people that use Facebook
every month, it is no wonder that Facebook has
provided an option of very powerful audience
selection tools that are right for peoples businesses.
Using the data and information about the customers,
such as demographics, interests and behaviors,
companies are able to target the right audience at
any time.
There are three options in choosing an audience
on Facebook – Core Audiences, Lookalike
Audiences and Custom Audiences. [7]

3.1 Core Audiences
Core Audiences is an option that allows companies
to reach new people and potential customers based
on their demographics, location, interests and

Fig.3. Custom Audiences icon [7]

3.3.1
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Website Custom Audience (WCA) or dynamical
database is one of the newest advertising tools on
Facebook. [8, 9] Its main function is to allow
advertising and to create Facebook ads specifically
for the users which visited a certain website. This
presents tremendous possibility changes regarding
classical Facebook advertising (ads towards
interests) and static databases (Custom Audience).
What makes dynamic databases different from
static databases, is that dynamic databases
automatically and incessantly complement and form
content based on the criteria chosen for their design.
Static databases must be handled manually with data
such as Emails or phone numbers of clients, where
dynamic databases refresh with the latest version of
data.
In order to connect with the website visitors,
Facebook created a snippet of code which can be
installed on the website to track, measure, optimize
and build audiences for the ad campaigns. The way
it works is if a customer visits a certain website and
takes action like buying something, the Facebook
Pixel is triggered and reports this action. The
information regarding when the action was created
and how the customer was affected by an ad is very
valuable as companies now can also reach that
customer again by using Custom Audience tool. As
more and more conversions happen on the website,
Facebook gets better at delivering ads to customers
that are more likely to take certain actions, and that
process is called conversion optimization. [10]
Figure 4 presents how Facebook ads are
connected to the users visit on website and how it
combines them in creating a strategy and offers to
an individual.

new technologies such as new platforms, social
media, mobility development, the need for
information that are in movement alongside with
increasing content and competition, companies are
forced to constantly adapt of the market and
customer requirements to sustain the business, or
even survive. Normal demands from the customers
nowadays are mostly mobile or responsive web
pages, quick web page opening, transparency and
easy access to the content which should be if high
quality and other.
As this market demands are present, there is a
competition battle undertaking for the social media
presence, building reliable email lists, search engine
optimization, qualitative reviews of customers,
marketing investments, etc.
As it is clearly visible, there are many goals and
demands today, but when talking about using
Facebook as a platform which improves companies
business, we can claim four main goals that
companies wish to acquire:
1.
2.
3.
4.

To increase the number of fans
To increase traffic of the web page
To increase email databases
To increase sales

In order to fulfill these main goals, WCA
databases can help by a large margin just by
utilizing the data into a meaningful ad.

5 Research
A special research was conducted to compare cost
effectiveness in displaying ads, as well as the
effectiveness of achieving goals on Facebook.
The survey was conducted using classic
Facebook advertising (by interest) and advertising
through the Website Custom Audience database.
Additionally, the Lookalike Audience database of
1% and the Lookalike Audience database of 3% 1% were added to the research for obtaining more
relevant data and to see which audience selection
method and ad showing gives the best results.
The research included four ads that were on the
same level of creativity. Image, text description and
destination were exactly the same as shown in
Figure 5, and the only difference was the audience
that was selected to show ads.

Fig.4. Facebook Pixel icon [10]

4 Overall company goals in an online
business
Nowadays, company goal in any kind of online
business is a very wide term. By development of
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through the campaign - they are all part of the
research as very important variables.

5.1 Criteria list for efficiency ranking
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Number of link clicks
CTR for accomplished goals
Average cost per accomplished goal
Number of ad interactions
CTR for ad interactions
Average cost per ad interaction
Number of new Facebook fans
Percentage of new Facebook fans based on
views
9. Average cost per new fan

5.2 Hypothesis before the research
This paper describes the possibilities offered by the
WCA databases. There are many reasons why the
WCA database advertising is considered as much
more precise and more relevant than the classic
Facebook advertising through interest. Thus, the
hypothesis before the research is that, judging by the
principle of the WCA database functions, ads that
are being advertised in this way should be more
effective on the cost side and on the number of
actions taken.
It is hard to give a certain assessment for
Lookalike Audience database before time, but
giving the fact that it is 1% of the very similar
people regarding real visitors, according to
Facebook algorithms, the results should be quite
interesting. The given results could be interpreted as
a test for Facebook’s similarity algorithm as it
shows how well Facebook finds similar people.
The hypothesis before the research is:

Fig.5. Ad example that was used in the research
Ad groups and audience selection for each
campaign:
1. Interest advertising
• Country: Croatia
• Gender: Men
• Age: 18+
• Interests: NBA league, basketball
2. Advertising via WCA database for those
who visited www.nbaknights.com in the last
180 days
3. Advertising Lookalike Audience database
of 1% made over the WCA database of
those who have been on the page in the last
180 days
4. Advertising Lookalike Audience database
of 3% - 1% made over the WCA database of
those who have been on the page in the last
180 days

1. WCA ads will be more effective than ads
created by interests
2. Lookalike Audience ads should work well
with Facebook’s similarity algorithm

To assess the effectiveness of Facebook
campaigns and to analyze the effectiveness of
different ads, it is necessary to monitor several
parameters. One of the main parameters is precisely
the goal we want to achieve through a campaign. In
this case, the main goal is to make people click on
the ad and through the link to visit the website and
the article which describes a certain product.
In addition to the main goal, there are subtleties
and other tasks that are happening in parallel with
the main goal for each campaign. Some of the
subtasks may include a lower cost per ad click,
higher Click Through Rate (CTR) of the ad or a
number of new fans that the website acquired
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5.3 Results
In this research, the ads were shown 104,391 times
in total of 44,840 unique users. This means that the
frequency of ad showing was 2.33 per user on
average, which shows that the users were not
overloaded and annoyed with the ads.
The most used group in ad showing was group 1,
that is, the group of interests. In this group, 42,708
ads were displayed to 15,980 unique users. Group 2,
the ad group across the WCA database, generated
25,183 ad views per 9,072 unique users. Figure 6
shows more detailed results for the other groups as
well as for other parameters.
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used CTR advertising of just 0.82%. By this criteria,
it can be noticed that 1% of the Lookalike audience
ad had better results than the 2.04% of CTR ads.
The most successful ad by “CTR for
accomplished goals” criteria is WCA database.
5.3.3 Average cost per accomplished goals
When the cost is seen by accomplished goals, from
Figure 7 it can be seen that WCA ad wins again in
this criteria as well, which means it is by far most
cost efficient so far. Pay per click for dynamic
databases was 0.01$ per click, while every click for
ad by interest was 4 times more expensive, meaning
it was 0.04$ per click. Even in this case, the
Lookalike Audience database was more efficient
than the ad by interests with a cost that was “doublethe-less” of 0.02$, while the Lookalike audience
database of 3% had the most expensive cost of
0.07$ per click.
The most successful ad by “Average cost per
accomplished goals” criteria is WCA database.

Fig.6. Research results per cost, views and unique
users
5.3.1 Number/percent of accomplished goals
(click on a link)
Given the number of goals that have been achieved,
Figure 7 shows us that the ad that used the WCA
database was by far the most effective with 763
clicks on the ads. The ad that is shown through
classic Facebook advertising, interest, is ranked 3rd
with 352 achieved goals. The difference goes as
high as to 411 clicks more in favor of the WCA
base. Interestingly, the ad that used the 1%
Lookalike audience database also proved more
effective than classical Facebook advertising with
364 clicks.
The most successful ad by “Number/percent of
accomplished goals” criteria was WCA database.

5.3.4 Number of ad interactions
Except the accomplished goals and all other
parameters that go with it, it is also important to
evaluate the number of interactions with the ad
because that data shows us the successfulness of
specific ads. Ad interactions include ad clicks, ad
comment, ads sharing with friends, ad reaction, and
more.

Fig.7. Research results of “Number/percent of
accomplished goals” criteria
Fig.8. Research results for number of ad interactions
Figure 8 shows us that the WCA ad was the most
successful ad in interacting with users with 1685
interactions in relation to the 772 interactions that
the ad by interest had. Minding the fact that WCA
ad and Lookalike Audience of 1% ad had much less
ad showing, it is noticeable that the difference in
effectiveness was drastic.
The most successful ad by “Number of ad
interactions” criteria is WCA database.

5.3.2 CTR for accomplished goals
For CTR, it has to be taken into account that not all
4 ads had the same number of views as it can be
seen in the column “impressions”. That is the reason
why the focus can’t be solely on the number of
completed goals, it also has to be placed in relation
to the display number in order to get a more
accurate result. From the Figure 7, it can also be
seen that WCA ad was shown in total of 25,183
times, and the ad of interest was shown up to 42,708
times, even though the WCA ad had 411 more
clicks. For this reason, it is necessary to look at what
the CTR was like on the ads.
As it can be seen in Figure 7, the audience was
3.7 times better responsive to the ad when the WCA
database was used with CTR 3.03% than when we
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5.3.5 CTR for ad interactions
In this case, CTR is also important as it shows the
percentage of people who made an interaction of
100 shown ads. WCA database, once again, showed
its dominance and successfulness with CTR of
6.69%, while ad by interests had a lower CTR with
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1.81%. Although, the Lookalike Audience of 1%
database is better than ad by interests with a CTR of
4.39%.
The most successful ad by “CTR for ad
interactions” criteria is WCA database.

the percentage of people who became Facebook
fans.
The most successful ad by “Percentage of new
Facebook fans based on views” criteria is WCA
database.

5.3.6 Average cost per ad interaction
When the focus is on cost per interaction, Figure 4
shows us that WCA leads again in this category as
well. Even though the figure shows the cost of
0.01$, it is actually a cost of 0.0067$ per click, but,
advertising interface on Facebook only shows 2
decimals. With the fact that the cost per interaction
of the advertisement with interest is 0.02$, it is easy
to conclude that this WCA base is the best option in
terms of cost effectiveness, as it is three times more
cost effective than the rest.
The most successful ad by “Average cost per ad
interaction” criteria is WCA database.

5.3.9 Average cost per new fan
The last criteria in this research was the cost per
new fan or “cost per page like”. Figure 9 shows us
that WCA database has a cost of 0.13$, which is
more cost efficient than ad by interests with a cost
of 0.51$.
The most successful ad by “average cost per new
fan” criteria is again, WCA database.

6 Conclusion
In this research, WCA database has shown to be
more efficient and successful with ads than ads
based on interests in all 9 criteria’s. From all the
numbers achieved, the CTR, and all up to the cost,
the WCA database has demonstrated in practice
why it is one of the most important tools that
companies can use in online business to achieve the
best business results.
Also, it is very interesting to see that Lookalike
Audience database of 1% has also achieved
unexpected good results. Even though it did not
surpass WCA database in any criteria, it was better
than ad by interests in 7 out of 9 criteria’s. This
research shows a very good signal and proves that
Facebook’s similarity algorithm actually works very
well in searching and connecting similar people.
As technology is continuously rapidly
developing, we are looking forward to seeing new
and better developments, options and algorithm on
Facebook for further researches.

5.3.7 Number of new Facebook fans
Figure 9 shows that WCA ad has 86 new fans, while
ad per interests has 31 new fans. The Lookalike
Audience of 1% database is also pretty successful in
the criteria, even though it has less than 10 of new
fans.
The most successful ad by “Number of new
Facebook fans” criteria is WCA database.

Fig.9. Research results for number of new Facebook
fans
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